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Abstract: The aim of the present study is to provide an analysis of the literature about methods for assessing the impact of coaching on the performance of a company, and elaborate a framework of assessment methods emphasizing their use in the course of coaching interaction. The paper also explores the relationship between open innovation and coaching and proposes the themes for further research. The Scopus and Web of Science databases were selected for the review of the research papers in the business subject area. The review was guided by the following research questions: What methods are used for assessing the impact of coaching? How are these methods used in the course of the coaching interaction? How does coaching interrelate with open innovation? The findings suggest that the assessment of the impact of coaching on the individual’s behavior and performance of a company is considered from different perspectives. The methods differ based on the needs for the assessment whether the process evaluation or the outcome evaluation is required. The analysis of the literature proves that the relationship between coaching and open innovation is mutually advantageous.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, companies are compelled to conduct their business and innovate in a dynamic, complex environment, struggling with circumstances that have catastrophic effects [1]. Yusr [2] suggests that when companies seek to achieve a competitive advantage through innovation, they need to make more efforts in building their innovation capability. Support for sustainable innovation performance has become a subject of critical consideration only over the past twenty years. A group of scientists [3] conducted the research and concluded that for achieving sustainable performance, an organization should supplement its technical and innovative capabilities with practices that support the employees who develop and apply the sustainable processes.

Coaching is the process for facilitating individuals’ self-directed learning driven by a coach who triggers the individuals’ knowledge creation and transformation of experience for achieving their goals through disclosing their potential and enhancing awareness of new opportunities. For the needs of a company, coaching is mostly used in management development, leadership development and human resource development. The scientific literature on coaching provides a large amount of evidence about the impact of coaching on the development of leadership and managerial skills [4]. A group of scholars [5] compared the impact of executive coaching as management competency training and development strategy with other methods that are used for training and development of managers. The results confirmed that executive coaching had more impact on changes in the behavior of managers than attendance-based executive training courses.

The existing reviews of the scientific literature in the field of coaching focus on such aspects as qualitative studies of executive and workplace coaching [6], and the determinants of the effectiveness of workplace coaching [7]. However, an initial exploration of the
available scientific literature revealed the shortage of reviews on the assessment methods aimed at estimating the impact of coaching on a company’s performance which is believed to have changed as a result of the coaching interactions. Moreover, this issue is particularly topical for companies that have invested in coaching and want to gain insight into how coaching interactions have influenced the company’s performance, to be sure that coaching really brings to visible positive growth of final outcomes. Meanwhile, companies face challenges related to measuring the impact of coaching, it still remains unclear for them if a true impact of coaching can be measured.

Therefore, to bridge a gap between the existing and desired state of research, this paper provides an analysis of the methods which are used to assess the impact of coaching on the company’s outcomes, and, based on it, elaborates a coherent framework of assessment methods which are considered in the literature in recent years. The paper also explores the relationship between open innovation and coaching and proposes the themes for further research.

First, the review of the available literature covers the topics which are significant for the present study, namely a gradual impact of coaching, the impact of coaching on open innovation processes in a company, and the assessment of the impact of coaching. Second, the paper describes the methodology for the systematic literature selection process for further analysis, then, the findings of the literature analysis are systemized and the research agenda is recommended. Finally, the implementation of the results for research and practice is discussed.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Gradual Impact of Coaching

Coaching occupies a steady position among development practices in business [8]. Researchers and coaching practitioners provide direct evidence of the long-run impact of coaching not only on the individual’s behavior but also on the organization’s improvements in productivity [8].

Coaching promotes behavioral changes which, in a chain of impact, lead to substantial business results. The extensive experience of a group of scholars [8] has led to a growing understanding of the gradual impact of coaching. From their perspective, coaching interactions have resulted in the improvement of individual performance, which in turn translates into positive changes at the organizational level, and above all, the scholars highlight that this impact of coaching can be measured.

The literature explains in which way coaching can facilitate behavioral change. Coaching increases self-awareness and improves self-directed learning, which enables individuals to view the business opportunities from different perspectives and take timely decisions [9,10]. The analysis of the scientific literature shows that the gradual impact of coaching primarily occurs in the areas related to development, such as management development, leadership development, and human resource development. Scholars have provided evidence that coaching improves leadership skills through providing feedback and reflection which enhance the capacity of critical thinking of managers and executives [9,11]. Coaching fosters the development of entrepreneurial skills, contributing to the implementation of own strategic vision of the key players of a company [12].

It should be noted that the gradual impact of coaching can manifest itself not only in day-to-day activities, but coaching is a valuable practice for facilitating innovation processes in a company.

2.2. The Impact of Coaching on Open Innovation Processes in a Company

Nowadays, a company’s high performance is closely related to its capability to initiate and maintain innovation. Contemporary business attaches particular importance to open innovation. Not only multinational corporations but an increasing number of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are engaged in the open innovation process [13]. The empirical findings, provided by Parida, Westerberg and Frishammar [14], supported the proposition
that inbound open innovation activities advance innovation performance of small and medium enterprises.

Open innovation is defined as “... the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation ...” [15]. Cross-border inflows and outflows of technologies, knowledge, and ideas are considered as a core of open innovation.

While open innovation is widespread in the current business environment, the perception of the open innovation phenomenon is possible only when companies understand the dynamic processes of specific open innovation strategies [16]. Whittington, Cailluet and Yakis-Douglas [17] state that open innovation strategies are “a subset of open strategy: innovation is just one of many kinds of strategy process increasingly subject to openness” [17].

Academic studies highlight the following key processes which are incorporated in the open innovation paradigm:

- Engaging external knowledge into internal innovation activities;
- The use of networks when commercializing the innovation outcomes;
- Intellectual property protection [15,18].

At the same time, innovation processes in business are the subject of intense debate among scholars. Opposed to the linear pipeline models of innovation, Berkhout, Hartmann and Trott [19] proposed a cyclic innovation model which provides “a cross-disciplinary view of change processes (and their interactions) as they occur in an open innovation arena” [19]. The model consolidates behavior sciences, engineering, natural sciences and markets into a coherent system of circular processes with four principal nods. Entrepreneurship is placed at the center of the model, thereby emphasizing the dynamic interdependency of business and innovation. “The message is that without the drive of entrepreneurs there is no innovation, and without innovation there is no new business” [19].

Traditionally, the research to study the open innovation concept is associated with the investigation of the company’s innovation performance at the organizational level. However, recently, there was a shift towards research of open innovation at a micro-(individual) level [20,21]. Meanwhile, there is also a view that both levels are vital for the research on the high innovation performance of a company [18,22].

To attain innovation goals, the company needs to develop innovation capabilities that can be boosted by an innovation-oriented organizational culture, characterized by the acceptance and adoption of inbound knowledge flows and outside know-how, this culture is manifested in the appropriate behavior and attitude of individuals to novelty [18,22].

Behavior and performance are connected with the individual’s way of thinking. Scholars highlight the importance of the concept of mindset in open innovation [20,23]. Open innovation mindset is defined as “... an individual’s values, attitudes, and beliefs that capture an individual’s openness ...” [20] towards knowledge sourcing and sharing. The researchers emphasize that open innovation mindset is crucial for making innovation decisions [20]. A shared mental model is also critical for effective collaboration between numerous parties involved in the innovation process [19]. A group of scholars [24] explored the elements which underpin the mindset of entrepreneurs who are dedicated to open innovation ideas. They concluded that open innovation mindset means openness, building mutual trust, risk-taking and adaptability to change. A positive attitude toward openness is regarded as a favorable factor for successful open innovation [16,25]. The findings of the research conducted by Engelsberger with a group of scholars [20] evidenced that companies should invest in practices which facilitate developing open innovation mindset among employees. Coaching, along with selective recruitment and training, was identified as the practice that can reduce uncertainty and increase collaboration, thereby fostering the creation of an environment which encourages the development of open innovation mindset [20]. The scientific literature provides a number of examples that demonstrate the use of coaching for improving the way of thinking to increase innovation capabilities of individuals, and thus enhance the innovation performance of a company [26].

Open innovation requires not only intra-organizational relations to sustain and support internal innovation, but also a collaboration between the company and other or-
ganizations engaged in the innovation process to provide knowledge flows across the boundaries. In this context, to be successful, the innovation process should be supported by the leaders who promote innovative ideas and maintain cooperation across functional and organizational boundaries [27]. Viewed from this angle, the role of leaders takes on a new dimension, which requires new knowledge and skills acquisition. Open innovation is also referred to as “network innovation” [28], so the qualities, such as openness, a strong desire to know and learn new things, willingness to accept external ideas and discoveries, have become key features of innovation leaders. The scientific literature proves that coaching promotes the development and improvement of the qualities and skills of leaders which contributes to the creation and maintenance of an innovative culture and thereby accelerates innovation processes in a company [29].

The development of entrepreneurial skills is critical for the creation of an innovation culture in a company. The scientific literature provides examples of how coaching specialists, i.e., personal coaches of corporate incubators, facilitate improving entrepreneurial knowledge by supporting the employees throughout the stages of the open innovation process: from establishing an open innovation flow to commercializing a new product or technology [30]. Coaching is suggested to be used in the corporate incubators to encourage a range of innovation activities, such as idea-generating, experimenting with potential markets, exploring prospective partnerships, etc. For these purposes, coaching triggers the problem-solving process to promote the “commercial self-sufficiency” of business [31].

Building a favorable climate for innovation contributes to the development of the innovation capability of a company. High innovation capability provides an opportunity for a company to transform external knowledge into internal intellectual assets and thereby contributing to long-run sustainable growth [32]. The scientists agree that coaching facilitates creating an innovation environment by inspiring the leaders and the individuals engaged in the innovation process to refine the innovative ideas, modify them into a sustainable course of actions and thereby convert inventions into innovations [11,22,33–35]. There is evidence that in the process of the formation of new innovation ideas, coaching, along with feedback, is used as one of the practices aimed at discovering new opportunities and accelerating the transformation of ideas into innovation [36].

Although the external knowledge flows are considered as a fundamental point of open innovation, internal sources in the form of knowledge, structure and processes enable a company to utilize external sources and integrate them with internal flows of knowledge, thus improving the company’s innovation capability [37]. One of the internal sources of knowledge is employees, therefore it is important to encourage employees to be proactive in the innovation process. Coaching, together with team learning, peer support and performance review, facilitates employees to express and promote their ideas [38]. Whittington, Cailluet and Yakis-Douglas [17] view coaching, as a practice that can replace one-way advice by empowering employees to think, act and achieve.

Commercialization is a decisive stage in the innovation process. In the view of several scholars [39], there is no one best way to bring innovation to the market. Commercial success depends on internally coordinated strategic and tactical commercialization decisions aimed at encouraging positive attitudes and gaining support for dissemination of innovations in the market. Commercializing innovations is coupled with collaboration between the company and external stakeholders [40]. The research conducted by Gassmann, Daiber and Enkel [41] shed light on the role of external institutions (intermediary) which support and assist companies in their innovation-based activities: from recognizing the value of external knowledge to commercializing innovation. The scholars concluded that coaching provided by an intermediary can be applied in the period of integration of a new product into the customer’s company. For this purpose, coaching is in the same line as product development support [41].

The consolidated Table 1 summarizes the findings made in the scientific literature which provide evidence of the impact of coaching on the open innovation performance of a company.
Table 1. The impact of coaching on the processes in open innovation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Innovation Processes</th>
<th>The Fields Where Coaching Can Be Applied</th>
<th>How Coaching Can Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The entire open innovation process</td>
<td>Facilitate improving entrepreneurial knowledge and skills</td>
<td>Strengthening innovation culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External knowledge sourcing</td>
<td>Cooperation across company’s boundaries</td>
<td>Improves collaboration between a company and external agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimenting with potential markets, and exploring prospective partnerships</td>
<td>Developing open innovation mindset and building shared mental model</td>
<td>Reducing uncertainty, increasing mutual trust and promoting positive attitude to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading innovation</td>
<td>Developing and supporting open-innovation-oriented qualities and skills of the leaders</td>
<td>Leaders recognize the value of listening and considering new ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating and refining innovation ideas</td>
<td>Creating innovation environment</td>
<td>Advancing the processes of converting innovative ideas into real innovation projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilizing and integrating external and internal sources</td>
<td>Fostering proactive approach to innovation activities</td>
<td>Employees recognize innovation opportunities and put forward their proposals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercializing innovation</td>
<td>Support in integrating a new product into the customer’s company</td>
<td>Self-directed learning to get knowledge about new products is increased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In view of the above, it can be concluded that coaching can have a positive impact on the processes occurring in a company at the time of open innovation activities. It is also important to note that coaching not only entails the improvement of the internal innovation environment, making it more open and inclusive, but coaching also facilitates the company to strengthen collaboration with external parties involved in innovation, thereby increasing the amount of inbound and outbound knowledge flows.

2.3. Assessing the Impact of Coaching

Scholars and coaching practitioners agree regarding the importance of assessing the impact of coaching, however, they lack consensus on the methods to be applied for the assessment of the process and outcomes of coaching. A group of scientists advocates for estimating the economic return on investments (ROI) as outcomes of coaching [8,42]. At the same time, another group of scientists promotes the methodology which assesses qualitative aspects as opposed to quantitative methods. The proponents of qualitative assessment methods argue that these methods can provide stronger evidence in estimating the improvements of an individual’s self-development as well as the enhancement of management skills owing to coaching interactions [43–45]. There is also a point of view that the assessment of impact is to undergo throughout the entire process of coaching interaction and combine both qualitative and quantitative methods of assessment [46].

The impact of coaching is evaluated in different ways, including measuring the degree of satisfaction of coaching clients with coaching interactions, determining the achievement of established goals, evaluating behavior change due to coaching interaction, assessing the impact of coaching at the organizational level. This variety is partly due to the fact that scholars and practitioners have different views on how coaching should be assessed [43].

At the same time, scholars and practitioners acknowledge that a structured and systematic approach to the assessment of the impact of coaching can considerably increase the reliability of estimates. From the scholars’ point of view, the assessment of the impact of coaching should be targeted in particular towards (1) the process, this provides an opportunity to assess the ongoing impact of coaching interaction on the achievement of goals; and (2) the outcomes to estimate the final results of a completed coaching interaction [43].
The following principles crucial for assessing the impact of coaching were identified by the scholars [43]:

1. The integration of the evaluation of ongoing coaching activities towards achieving the established goals with the assessment of the outcomes of a completed interaction.
2. The establishment of clear criteria (ROI vs. coaching objectives) against which to assess the impact of coaching interactions on a company’s performance.
3. Ensuring that the assessment of the impact is carried out with sufficient accuracy. It is recognized that the use of a pre-post design to assess the impact and the establishment of a control group can increase the rigor of the estimation of the impact of coaching.
4. Considering the needs of coaching clients and organizations which can be met by coaching.

Therefore, the assessment of the impact of coaching and demonstration of its effect still remains an underexplored field of study [8, 43, 47]. Moreover, so far companies face a dilemma of how to assess the impact of coaching on their performance.

3. Materials and Methods

The study adopted the systematic literature review approach to provide a deeper understanding of what evidence is available about the assessment methods to evaluate the impact of coaching. The supplementary literature search was provided to find out how the scientific texts reflect the relationship between coaching and open innovation, and specifically what topics are discussed regarding the impact of coaching on innovation activities of a company.

The search process was initiated with formulation of the research questions:

1. What methods are used for assessing the impact of coaching?
2. How are these methods used in the course of the coaching interaction?
3. How does coaching interrelate with open innovation?

To answer research questions 1 and 2, Scopus and Web of Science databases with broad access to peer-reviewed literature related to the research questions were selected for investigation.

To be included in the review, the article has to meet the following requirements: (1) the article has to study the application of the assessment methods within the business context; (2) the time span of the literature is between 2000 and 2020 since the majority of the papers and a large number of new trends emerged during this period. (3) only studies published in English are included in the review.

To identify the largest possible number of relevant papers, Boolean operators and truncation were used. This allowed combining different search queries as well as identifying the relevant studies that have variants of the search terms. Eventually, the search formula used was:

Coaching AND (impact OR outcomes OR results OR effect*) AND (assess* OR evaluat* OR measur*). The search strings were addressed to article titles, abstracts, and keywords.

The initial article search based on the inclusion criteria produced 409 potentially relevant papers in Scopus and Web of Science databases in total. In the second stage of the literature selection process, 409 were screened by title, keywords and abstract. A total of 356 articles were excluded based on title, keywords and abstract because it turns out that they were not empirical papers, the papers were not exactly addressed to business context. In the third stage, 53 accepted papers were scanned, the articles that failed to meet the inclusion criteria were excluded. A total of 40 articles were excluded based on full-text review because the papers did not specify the assessment methods or because the context was on the impact of coaching but not within a company. After the full-text examination, the number of relevant articles was reduced to 13. After validating the inclusion, exclusion and quality criteria against extracted studies, the final sample comprises 13 papers.

The selected studies were coded in order to provide a comprehensive review of the literature. Then the articles were analyzed according to the themes identified for further
analysis. The process is resulted in elaborating a framework of the methods used for assessing the impact of coaching.

To answer research question 3, which is related to the relationship between coaching and open innovation, the literature search was expanded. The search in Scopus and Web of Science databases was supplemented by the search in Google Scholar. This was due to the fact that the availability of scientific literature which investigates the relationship between coaching and open innovation is limited. The search terms “open innovation” and “coaching” were used. The search strings were aimed at article titles, abstracts and keywords. To be included in the review, the article has to study open innovation and coaching in business context. Only studies published in English are included in the review.

The initial search in Scopus produced eight documents. The articles related to Computer Science, Mathematics, Energy and Engineering were excluded from the list. As a result, only two documents were selected for full paper review. However, one of the two papers was excluded, because it was a conference introductory article. The second paper might be of interest to the analysis, but only abstract was available in Scopus and other databases. Therefore, it was decided to select this article for general consideration.

The search in Web of Science returned 48 results. Only articles that are related to Business and Economics research areas were selected for the further procedure. Due to this, seven articles were scanned to evaluate their accordance which research question 3, and only one article was selected for further analysis.

The search in Google Scholar produced five relevant articles. Scanning the reference list of the selected articles did not produce any results. Therefore, six available scientific articles were selected to explore the literature on open innovation and coaching in Business and Economics subject areas.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Methods for Assessing the Impact of Coaching

Based on the systematic literature search, the following papers were selected for the further analysis of the methods which are currently used to assess the impact of coaching on the performance of a company: Birknerová, Z. and Benková, E. [48]; Albizu, E., Rekaldee, I., Landeta, J., Fernández-Ferrín, P. [49]; Wenu, A. and Tan, C. [50]; Pousa, C., Hardie, T., Zhang, X. [51]; Hagen, M.S. and Peterson, S.L. [52]; Nansubuga, F., Munene, J.C., Nlayi, J.M. [53]; Gan, G.C., Chong, C.W. [54]; Grant, A.M. [55]; Vidal-Salazar, M.D., Ferrón-Vilchez, V., Cordon-Pozo, E. [56]; Gray, D.E., Ekinci, Y., Goregaokar, H. [57]; Jones, R.A., Rafferty, A.E., Griffin, M.A. [58]; Boak, G., Crabbe, S. [59]; Nguyen C.A., Artis, A., Plank, R., Solomon, P. [60].

Table 2 provides information to answer research question 1, about the assessment methods which were used to evaluate the impact of coaching and what place the assessment methods take in the context of the overall research reported in the paper.

All selected articles are research papers. Most of the papers [49,51,53,55,56,58,59] describe the use of the assessment methods in the context of testing the impact of coaching on individuals’ and company’s performance. Papers [48,60] describe the development of new assessment methods and tools. Paper [52] tests the existing measuring tools. Papers [50,54,57] have different goals of the research, and the assessment is included as an integral part.

The analysis of the papers enables us to identify the key methods for measuring the impact of coaching as well as the ways of application of the assessment methods.

Birknerová, Z. and Benková, E. [48] developed a new methodology for assessing the impact of coaching on individual’s behavior, emotions and cognitions provided by trade managers who received coaching. The assessment of the factor “behavior” is focused on the evaluation of the use of the experience gained from coaching. The factor “emotions” is related to the assessment of the individual’s perception of coaching interaction. The factor “cognitions” evaluates the individual’s readiness to increase self-awareness and make positive changes.
Table 2. The analysis of the papers selected for the literature review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Aim of the Paper</th>
<th>Assessment Methods</th>
<th>Application of Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Birknerová and Benková [48]</td>
<td>to develop a methodology for assessing the factors of coaching by coaching recipients</td>
<td>AC-BEC methodology</td>
<td>developed as a tool for assessing coaching factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Albizu et al. [49]</td>
<td>to provide an empirical test of effectiveness of executive coaching</td>
<td>first three levels of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model (1975).</td>
<td>as a tool for summative evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wenu and Tan [50]</td>
<td>to elaborate the project management coaching framework</td>
<td>Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s (2016) learning model</td>
<td>as an assessment of the impact of coaching interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pousa et al. [51]</td>
<td>to explore the impact of managerial coaching on employees’ performance</td>
<td>survey questionnaire with subsequent data processing through structural equation modeling in AMOS</td>
<td>as an assessment of the impact of coaching interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hagen and Peterson [52]</td>
<td>to test the exciting coaching scales for reliability and validity to measure managerial coaching experience</td>
<td>Ellinger Behavioral Scale and the Park Skills-based Scale</td>
<td>Ellinger Behavioral Scale is proposed for use for team members while the Park Skills-based Scale for leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Nansubuga et al. [53]</td>
<td>to assess the effect size of coaching interaction regarding the ability to coach clients to reflect on their behavior</td>
<td>pre-test assessment, treatment group and control groups, and post-test assessment</td>
<td>as an assessment of the entire chain of impact of coaching interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Gan and Chong [54]</td>
<td>to research the relationship of trust, rapport and commitment with the effectiveness of coaching</td>
<td>objective-driven model</td>
<td>as the measurement of coaching goals achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Grant [55]</td>
<td>to assess the impact of coaching at the time of organizational change</td>
<td>a set of qualitative and quantitative methods of evaluation; pre-/post-design</td>
<td>measures were taken at Time 1 (pre) and Time 2 (four months later)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Vidal-Salazar et al. [56]</td>
<td>to investigate the effect of coaching interaction in the course of the management development program</td>
<td>coached group vs. control (non-coached) group</td>
<td>as an assessment of complementary effect of coaching in the development program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Gray et al. [57]</td>
<td>to identify favorable factors of coaching interaction in SMEs</td>
<td>survey developed grounded on a range of management competencies.</td>
<td>as a tool to assess the impact of coaching on personal traits and business-oriented attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Jones et al. [58]</td>
<td>to identify the impact of coaching on managerial flexibility</td>
<td>repeated-measures design</td>
<td>to take measures over the entire coaching interaction including pre- and post-stages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Boak and Crabbe [59]</td>
<td>to assess the impact of coaching training skills program</td>
<td>ongoing feedback, focus group, post-program one-to-one interviews</td>
<td>to collect data about the impact of coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Nguyen et al. [60]</td>
<td>to develop and validate sales coaching scale to measure the effectiveness of sales coaching</td>
<td>a three-factor, 14-item effective sales coaching (ESC) scale</td>
<td>to measure adaptability, involvement, and rapport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A group of researchers (Albizu et al. [49]) applied the first three levels of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model (1975) to estimate the effectiveness of executive coaching. The assessment of coaching factors was from a coachee perspective. The authors conclude that despite criticism of Kirkpatrick’s model, it seems appropriate to consider utilizing the model for summative evaluation of coaching to identify the coachee’s learning and development changes.

Wenu, A. and Tan, C. [50] elaborated an “applied, knowledge, work-based project management coaching framework” (AKW-PMCF). Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s (2016) learning model was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the coaching programs to provide evidence of the feasibility and utility of the AKW-PMCF framework.

The paper of scholars (Pousa et al. [51]) reports on the study where a traditional method of assessment, namely questionnaire, was applied to evaluate the impact of coaching received by frontline employees of a large insurance company in China. The measures were targeted to estimate the influence of managerial coaching on employees’ customer and sales orientation, and their performance. The data obtained were analyzed by using structural equation modeling in AMOS.

The study conducted by Hagen and Peterson [52] was aimed to measure the reliability and validity of two existing coaching scales—the Ellinger Behavioral Scale and the Park Skills-based Scale—to find out the extent to which management coaching skills, i.e., a behavioral construct and skill-based construct, are precisely measured. The authors suggested applying the Ellinger Behavioral Scale for team members and the Park Skills-based Scale for leaders.

Nansubuga, Munene and Ntay [53] applied a quasi-experimental non-equivalent group design which involves a baseline assessment of participants’ ability to reflect on
their actions, treatment group and control groups, and post-test assessment to estimate effect size caused by coaching.

The research, carried out by Gan and Chong [54], was aimed to investigate the alignment between three key components of the coaching relationship, namely rapport, trust and commitment, and coaching effectiveness. The method of data collection was a survey questionnaire, and an objective-driven model was used to measure the effectiveness of executive coaching, in other words, the extent of the achievement of coaching goals.

Grant [55], in his study concerning the exploration of the impact of executive coaching at the time of organizational change, applied both qualitative and quantitative methods of measuring. The methods, among which Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) and Solution-Focused Inventory (SFI), were intended to evaluate the attainment of work-related goals which were aligned with the purpose of the coaching program, and to assess changes in solution-focused thinking.

The use of a control group is considered a reliable way to make measurements through a comparison of the performance of the coached and control groups. Various researchers apply this method differently. In some cases, the control group is assigned over the entire period of coaching interaction, as it was designed in the research conducted by Nansubuga, Munene and Ntay [53]. While in the other cases, the control group is designed at the final stage of the development program. The last one is applied by Vidal-Salazar, Ferrón-Vilchez and Cordón-Pozo, E. [56]. The scholars conducted the research to study the effectiveness of coaching in the course of the management development program. The participants were divided into two groups. One of these groups received coaching as a complement to the program, and the differences between the groups were identified.

Gray, Ekinci and Goregaokar [57] developed a survey tool to evaluate the impact of executive coaching on the performance of small- and medium-sized enterprises. The specific feature of the method was the use of a range of relevant management competencies derived from the occupational standards as a background. The results of the survey were analyzed through performance importance analysis which originally was applied in the marketing sector to evaluate customer satisfaction.

Jones, Rafferty and Griffin [58] conducted the study to identify the impact of coaching on managerial flexibility. They applied a repeated measures design to make assessments prior to coaching interaction, during coaching and post-coaching.

Boak and Crabbe [59] evaluated the impact of coaching on individual and organizational performance. The information on the effect of the coaching program was gathered through ongoing feedback, focus group and one-to-one interviews following the completion of the program.

Nguyen, Artis, Plank, and Solomon [60] developed and validated a three-factor, 14-item effective sales coaching (ESC) scale to identify the direct and indirect influence of coaching interaction on the performance of sales staff.

The analysis of the selected papers has led to the conceptualization of the methods which are actually being used to assess the diverse impact of coaching interaction. Table 3 presents the framework for the assessment methods and answers research question 2 of how the methods are used in the course of the coaching interaction.

As it became evident, both traditional methods, among which survey questionnaires, control groups, interviews, as well as newly developed tools, such as new coaching scales, are used to assess the impact of coaching. This reflects a common trend which is advocated in recent years by scholars. Gil Bozer and Rebecca J. Jones [61] put forward a comprehensive agenda to strengthen the research in coaching in the organizational context. They highlight the need to measure coaching outcomes from multiple data sources and broaden the range of objective datasets.
Table 3. The framework of the methods for assessing the impact of coaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>The Use in the Course of the Coaching Interaction</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Singly Applied Methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey questionnaire data were analyzed</td>
<td>using structural equation modeling in AMOS</td>
<td>Pousa et al. [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>objective-driven model to evaluate the extent to which coaching objectives were met.</td>
<td>Gan and Chong [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>using importance-performance analysis</td>
<td>Gray et al. [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coached group vs. control group</td>
<td>the data obtained as a result of comparing the performance of the groups were analyzed through the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test</td>
<td>Vidal-Salazar et al. [56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial coaching scales: the Ellinger Behavioral Scale and the Park Skills-based Scale</td>
<td>to measure managerial coaching skills and coaching experience</td>
<td>Hagen and Peterson [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A three-factor, 14-item effective sales coaching (ESC) scale</td>
<td>contains three dimensions–adaptability, involvement, and rapport—that are shown to directly and indirectly influence sales performance.</td>
<td>Nguyen et al. [60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-BEC methodology</td>
<td>the assessment of coaching from the point of view of behavior, emotions, and cognition, using mathematical–statistical methods.</td>
<td>Birknerová and Benková [48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick’s learning model</td>
<td>first three levels of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model (1975).</td>
<td>Albizu et al. [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s (2016) learning model</td>
<td>Wenu and Tan [50]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Methods coherently applied throughout the coaching interaction: systematic approach**

| Baseline assessment | pre-test of participants’ ability to reflect on their actions treatment group and control groups to assess effect size | Nansubuga et al. [53], Vidal-Salazar et al. [56] |
| Within-subjects (pre/post) design with measures taken at Time 1 and Time 2 (four months later) | use both quantitative and qualitative measures to explore the impact of executive coaching | Grant [55] |
| Survey | prior to coaching, during coaching, and post-coaching. Data processing: repeated measures analysis | Jones et al. [58] |
| Ongoing feedback One-to-one interviews | in the course of coaching interaction with participants at the conclusion of the program | Boak and Crabbe [59] |

The framework indicates that quantitative assessment prevails. This finding is in line with the view of a number of scholars [42], who believe that quantitative methods provide a more objective assessment of coaching outcomes, thereby reducing the risk of subjectivity.

From the design perspective, the studies, which utilize the systematic approach to evaluation, deserve special attention. Scholars and practitioners recognize that a structured and systematized way of assessing the impact of coaching substantially increases the reliability of estimates. Pollitt [62] claims that new standards of coaching also require a system of measuring coaching outcomes to make sure that they truly facilitated achieving business goals.

Among assessment methods presented in the framework, there are methods traditionally applied in the other disciplines, such as psychology, psychotherapy, marketing, etc. The reason for this is that the interest in coaching is steadily increasing, and more and more specialists from the other professions are involved in coaching practice. These professionals transfer knowledge gained in the original disciplines to coaching [63]. Thereby, coaching is enriched by the methods for assessing the impact of coaching utilized in the neighboring disciplines.
4.2. Coaching and Open Innovation

To answer research question 3, six available scientific articles were selected as a result of the literature search. The following articles were selected: Almeida, F.L., Oliveira, J.M., Cruz, J.M. [64], Farrukh, C., Athanassopoulou, N., Ilevbare, I. [65], Du Chatenier, E., Verstegen, J.A., Biemans, H.J., Mulder, M., Omta, O. [66], Hahn, C.H., Albers, A., Stoeckner, M., Niever, M., Walter, B., Kerres, R., and Bursac, N. [67], Surya, B.; Menne, F.; Sabhan, H.; Suriani, S.; Abubakar, H.; Idris, M. [68], Yunus, Y.M., Aman, A., Keliwon, K.B. [69].

The search on open innovation and coaching demonstrated that the literature on exploring the interrelation between these two concepts is limited. The analysis of the selected articles enabled us to identify the themes which covered the relationship between open innovation and coaching.

Theme 1. Coaching increases the resilience of the business, thereby facilitating the development of an external knowledge network to foster open innovation.

The authors (Surya et al. [68]) cover the ways of enhancing the productivity of SMEs to increase sustainability and improve marketing. They highlight the role of open innovation in this process and suggest that open innovation advances the development of SMEs by promoting a network of relationships between companies and other external agents. In small and medium enterprises, open innovation contributes to the strengthening of the entrepreneurial and knowledge capacities of all parties involved in the innovation process, thus enhancing the resilience of business through learning and experience. Coaching is seen as a vital means of supporting business resilience, leading to fostering open innovation and expanding the knowledge network [68].

The concept of organizational and entrepreneurial resilience and its influence on open innovation is the subject of extensive study in recent scientific publications [70,71]. The scientific literature provides evidence that coaching intervention is explicitly related to the increase in resilience at the individual level [72]. Meanwhile, the scholars in [72] encourage the companies to use coaching as support for significant change initiatives to enhance resilience not only at the individual level but at the organizational level as well.

Theme 2. Team coaching positively impacts the transfer of knowledge between internal and external stakeholders as well as facilitates the capacity development of innovation teams, which is essential in the context of constantly changing demands and the rapid development of new technologies.

The study conducted by Farrukh, Athanassopoulou and Ilevbare [65] (2019) focuses on university-industry collaboration, discusses how to improve the innovative activity of SMEs and how to make the process of knowledge transfer more effective. The authors believe that inbound open innovation accelerates knowledge transfer and fosters internal innovation within a company. The study explores the impact of team coaching on the transformation of knowledge from universities to SMEs. It was argued that the support of sharing knowledge and know-how transfer is mainly adjusted to team coaching rather than group training. Coaching impacts the crucial aspects which influence knowledge transfer, in other words, coaching improves action learning and boosts decision-taking and action-oriented processes [65].

Open innovation remains a promising approach to optimizing internal innovation, this process requires additional competence development due to rapidly changing customer needs and increasing technological capabilities that companies need to adopt [67]. To meet these challenges, a new approach based on the concept of innovation coaching is proposed. Coaching is seen as a facilitating practice to build and sustain the capabilities of the teams for their high performance [67].

The literature on coaching evidenced the role of team coaching to facilitate the team members to initiate and accelerate collaboration and coordination and thereby increase commitment to tasks or activities to be performed [73]. The aim of team coaching is to support team members to structure their work and make decisions to ensure optimal
achievement of the results through a joint effort of the group. The scholars also argue that team coaching may enhance the innovation capability of the team through fostering innovative behavior. The study conducted by a group of researchers in [74] investigates the relationship between team coaching and innovations in work teams. Research results show that team coaching is positively correlated with team innovation.

**Theme 3.** Coaching creates favorable conditions for the environment of continuous learning, thereby contributing to the growth of intellectual capital and the implementation of open innovation strategy.

Collaborative knowledge networks link businesses and communities together and are considered a critical factor for open innovation [64]. However, the authors [64] highlight that traditional business models are not conducive to the creation of collaborative networks. To expand collaborative networks and implement open innovation strategy, the organizational models are to be complemented by “a strong vision of the organization’s leadership, an entrepreneurial drive and a continuous learning environment” [64]. The authors argue that coaching creates a favorable learning environment by increasing employees’ commitment and encouraging individuals and teams to generate innovative ideas and participate in open innovation projects [64].

The challenges of collaborative knowledge creation in open innovation teams were explored in the academic literature [66]. Collaborative knowledge creation is defined as “a specific type of learning, intentional in nature and directed toward delivering a product (knowledge, service, or technology)” [66]. Although collaborative knowledge creation inspires creativity there are challenges that obstruct the process of generating knowledge collectively. The authors (Du Chatenier et al. [66]) propose ways to advance the process to create collaborative knowledge and overcome obstacles. Coaching was identified as one of the options to create a safe learning environment to facilitate open innovation teams. However, it was noted that despite the knowledge about the methods for creating a culture of learning, and about coaching in particular, in practice, these methods rarely target inter-organizational teams established for the purpose of open innovation [66].

Coaching is frequently referred to as the facilitator to adult learning through promoting self-directed learning and encouraging a shift in thinking. Coaching also helps individuals explore opportunities, analyze alternatives, and based on that create a plan of actions to “deal with new realities, particularly in relation to trying out new roles and building new relationships” [75]. A safe learning environment is regarded as an outcome of coaching interaction. This environment is related to the culture where individuals can safely and without risk to be criticized challenge their new ideas and explore alternatives [75].

**Theme 4.** Coaching helps the company encourage the end-users of innovation to derive full benefits from innovations.

The study of Yunus, Aman and Keliwon [69] is not directly referred to open innovation, however, the communication of the company with the end-users of innovation is a critical stage in the open innovation process, for that very reason this article was selected for the analysis as well. Coaching is identified as a facilitating practice to encourage the end-users to benefit from innovations. Through observation, listening, asking questions, and other relevant techniques, coaching facilitates companies to communicate the benefits of novelty to the end-users and encourages them to make optimal use of the innovation. The scientific literature also confirms that coaching creates an atmosphere of mutual trust and hence increases the effectiveness of communication [6].

4.3. **Open Innovation for the Advancement of Coaching Knowledge**

Competitive advantage for a company is composed of a number of components. According to scientists, the alignment of all components, such as resources, systems, processes and activities of a company, strengthen company’s position on the market [76]. In their study, the scholars made the emphasis on the internal resources. However, attracting external resources can considerably improve the competitiveness of a company and provide
its sustainable development. The integration of external and internal recourses can be achieved by engaging open innovation.

Open innovation overcomes traditional boundaries and attracts ideas generated externally and thereby combines internal and external resources [77]. This enables to bring a fresh perspective to the established processes since open innovation embraces both in-bound and out-bound views. The combination of outside-in and inside-out innovation adds value for creating new ideas and knowledge. Moreover, bringing together internal and external resources leads to enhanced collaboration and common purpose networking, and thus, improves knowledge sharing.

To achieve knowledge sustainability, along with economic and social, open innovation should be considered within the context of dynamics. There are basically two levels of open innovation dynamics: open innovation micro-dynamics and open innovation macro-dynamics [78]. An important aspect highlighted by the scientists is that there are motivators that trigger “a new combination of technology and the market across the boundary of firms”, specifically entrepreneurship motivates open innovation micro-dynamics [78]. The issue pertaining to the dynamics of open innovation in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) needs further investigation, once not all innovation activities can be put into practice at each stage of the company life cycle [79]. The scholars also argue for an increased number of quantitative studies to advance insights into the factors which contribute to the dynamic process of open innovation. There is also a necessity to strengthen the research in the dynamics of open innovation by rigorous statistical methods of data collection and analysis [80]. The issues related to the factors which prompt the dynamic of open innovation are taken into consideration in the scientific debates. Notable contributions were made by Appleyard and Chesbrough [81], who investigated the initial motivations which encourage companies to promote open innovation strategy. Exploring open innovation from the perspective of dynamic capabilities provides a deeper understanding of the value and limitations of open innovation [82,83]. In that regard, the scholars raise the issue of the need to ensure proper management of open innovation strategies in an industrial dynamic capabilities perspective [84]. The allocation of open innovation in the industrial dynamics framework enables “to specify the diversity of agents involved, the complementarities among them, and the boundaries of the system investigated” [85]. Recently, the concept of open innovation was expanded to the economic model in the sense that open innovation provides a new basis for sustainable development cooperation between technology and the market or society [86,87].

Open innovation predominantly occurs in industries [77], and it also can be expected that open innovation can be advanced in other fields, namely in coaching. This will result in enhanced multidisciplinary collaboration among coaching practitioners and researchers, companies that invest in coaching, specialists of neighboring disciplines and universities in designing and using the innovative methods and tools. The joint efforts are likely to lead to the creation of new coaching knowledge and, as a consequence, improve the assessment of the impact of coaching.

The involvement of universities in the investigation of coaching creates an open network and makes innovations in this field interactive. Universities play not only an educational role in contemporary society, but they also perform knowledge creation and transfer functions [88]. Engaging universities is especially relevant when the knowledge required is beyond the competence of specialists, as for example coaching specialists in the multilateral assessment of coaching. The impact of coaching on a company’s performance covers changes that occurred at individual, group and organizational levels, and thus it requires the assessment of the impact from different perspectives.

Coaching clients, or recipients of coaching, should also be engaged in the exchange of knowledge related to their perception of the impact of coaching on their attitude, behavior and performance. The coaching outcomes are not only associated with the achievement of goal setting but also relate to the enhancement of self-development and self-awareness. Therefore, the involvement of the coaching clients in the process of creating new innovation-
based methods and tools for the assessment of the impact of coaching certainly expands the boundaries of coaching knowledge.

It is important to highlight that any agent may initiate the elaboration of new methods for assessing coaching outcomes, thereby generating knowledge flows within the network. Moreover, by being involved, the stakeholders benefit from collaborating with other external parties in ideas development and innovation promotion. Companies, as a part of this network, expand their knowledge about the capacities of coaching. This enables them to evaluate the real impact of coaching on a company’s performance, and realize that in certain cases it is feasible to combine coaching with other facilitating activities. Collaboration and knowledge sharing between companies, society and universities bring positive changes in a business environment.

Knowledge sharing can positively affect organizational learning and knowledge acquisition. Being the recipients of coaching, participating in the evaluation of coaching interactions, and contributing to the development of new assessment methods, employees experience not only changes in their ways of critical thinking and behavior, but they also feel empowered, and thus the impact of coaching tends to be prolonged.

5. Conclusions

This study aimed to enrich the discussion on the contemporary methods and tools used to assess the impact of coaching on the performance of a company as well as to contribute to the creation of knowledge related to the relationship between coaching and open innovation.

The analysis of the relevant scientific literature available in the Scopus and Web of Science databases has resulted in the elaboration of the framework of the methods which are currently used.

In the scientific literature which was selected for the review, the assessment of the impact of coaching on the individual’s behavior and performance of a company is considered from different perspectives: the evaluation of the coach’s competence; the measuring the achievements of the coaching clients; the assessment of the changes in a company’s performance. The methods also differ based on the needs for the assessment whether the process evaluation or the outcome evaluation is required. Assessment methods from the neighboring disciplines increase the reliability of estimation of the impact of coaching.

The article gave particular attention to mutual benefits to be gained from the relationship between coaching and open innovation. Coaching creates an environment that facilitates the development of the innovative capability of a company. On the other hand, open innovation provides an opportunity to engage new stakeholders and thus expand coaching knowledge.

There are certain limitations to this study. The literature search was conducted using the databases Scopus and Web of Science. The search of articles was only in one subject area, namely Business. There was also the risk that some potentially relevant articles could be omitted. Although the small number of articles selected for the review is justified, it was not possible to conduct a meta-analysis.

The main contribution of this study is made by proposing a framework of the methods which are relevant for different purposes for the assessment of the impact of coaching. Knowledge about different assessment methods, acquired through accumulating findings from a range of studies, enables us to form a set of assessment tools that are relevant to the specific situation and the business context in companies as well as providing opportunities for further research. The present paper also highlights the need for engagement of external agents and knowledge sharing in coaching practice and research. This allows us to overcome the traditional way of thinking accepted by coaches, and attract ideas generated externally and thus combine internal and external resources. Moreover, bringing together internal and external resources leads to enhanced collaboration and networking among coaches, coaching clients, companies, and researchers.
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